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Abstract
In this thesis, the feasibility of applying cloud computing for inventory control is studied.
The focus of this study is supply chain management for small and medium manufacturing firms.
The thesis provides an overview of cloud computing and explores the feasibility of using a cloud
computing based ERP software for supply chain inventory control using realistic data from a
manufacturing company in Taiwan with a supplier in Thailand which processes materials
procured from China. This supply chain is set up to lower material cost and labor cost. However,
high initial investment, high hardware maintenance cost and inaccurate inventory level are the
major obstacles. These obstacles could be resolved by implementing cloud based ERP system.
First of all, little initial investment and maintenance costs are expected since cloud based ERP
charges like a utility; firms pay by the amount they use and the physical plant is taken cared by
the provider. Secondly, through cloud based ERP implementation, old inventory records will be
organized and new inventory policies will be practiced in one universal accessible ERP system.
This is expected to increase inventory level accuracy. The above theories are tested through
Compiere Online ERP by running a production of one machine. The result shows that cloud
based ERP system is feasible in handling the defined supply chain. Also, 100 percent inventory
level accuracy is achieved. In sum, through cloud computing, a solution to provide small and
medium manufacturing firms to access to supply chain management system is found.
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Introduction
Among all the drivers, including facilities, inventory, transportation, information,
sourcing and pricing, in supply chain management, information is one of the most crucial drivers
to the performance of a supply chain as it serves as the basis of the whole system. This basis
pulls all the other drivers together and makes the strategy set by a company possible. The way
information is gathered and analyzed in supply chain is through information technology. As
technology advances nowadays with better hardware and software, information in supply chain
can be managed in a faster and more convenient manner. Therefore, it is important for supply
chain managers to keep up with the most advanced technology. In other words, not only the
strategies in supply chain should be renewed as time changes, the information technology
involved should also be updated constantly.
One of the newest computing technology in information technology is called cloud
computing. Multiple technical definitions for cloud computing have been proposed by
professionals ranging from computer engineers to business managers. In the article “Twenty-One
Experts Define Cloud Computing”, Trevor Doerksen describes cloud computer as “the friendly
version of grid computing” while Ben Kepes defines cloud computing as “the realization of the
earlier ideas of utility computing”. Moreover, the definition from Techtarget.com states that
“Cloud computing is a general term for anything that involves delivering hosted services over the
internet. These services are broadly divided into three categories: Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)”. Notably, Simon
Wardley, in his OSCON 09 speech, clearly stated that cloud computing cannot be defined as a
technology; cloud computing is a transition or commoditization to be specific. Commoditization
is defined as the transformation of goods and services (or things that may not normally be
regarded as goods or services) into a commodity. (Polanyi, Karl. 1944) With this definition,
Simon Wardley furthermore states that “through commoditization, information technology no
longer exist as an advantage for business; it is the cost of doing business”. Simply put, cloud
computing is a commoditization transition in information technology world.
When looking at the definitions provided by various experts, it is concluded that cloud
computing is a transition happening in IT world. The effect is broad that experts from different
fields try to come up with certain definition for cloud computing from the influence they see in
their fields. With this insight, supply chain management in Taiwan is seen under such transition
as well. Due to the advancing cloud computing technology in IT world, changes in supply chain
management is happening as well. Although firms in Taiwan used to practice one tier supply
chain, multi-tiers supply chain are common nowadays in order to lower the material and labor
costs. ERP systems are used to management the expanded multi-layers supply chain for large
size companies but the high initial investment cost and high hardware maintenance costs hold
small and medium size companies back. When the small and medium companies continue to
practice human management for the new multi-layers supply chain, poor business decisions are
made and inaccurate inventory numbers are observed. This puts small and medium companies in
a dangerous situation. Companies realize that ERP systems will soon become the “cost of doing
business”, but few choices are offered and most of them decide to continue the human
management method. However, a solution is seen with cloud computing with certain predefined
inventory policies. Therefore, in chapter 1 of this thesis, the concepts behind cloud computing is
investigated and later used to evaluate the supply chain management in Taiwan. By adopting
cloud computing technology, low initial investment, low maintenance cost, and high inventory
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accuracy is hoped to be achieved. In chapter 2, steps to organize existing inventory record and to
compute inventory policies are introduced for better business decisions to be made. In chapter 3,
an actual supply chain model is deployed on Compiere Online ERP, a cloud based ERP. By this
deployment, the thesis aims to demonstrate the feasibility of operating inventory management on
cloud based ERP.
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Chapter 1: Cloud Computing
1.1 Cloud Computing as a Transition
The terminology “cloud computing” has become more and more popular recently. You
can find its appearance in media, newspaper and even radio. Although the term is widely used, a
uniform definition does not seem to appear among experts. When being asked about the
definition for cloud computing, the answer can vary from different sources. In the article
“Twenty-One Experts Define Cloud Computing”, twenty-one definitions are given by different
experts in different fields. Beside the definitions from the article, more can be found through
blogs and papers. “People are proposing different ideas they associate with the term ‘cloud
computing’”, pointed out by Simon Wardley in his OSCON 09 speech. He compared cloud
computing with the term “industrial revolution”. Even after around 200 years after industrial
revolution, there is no single uniform definition for the revolution. When searching the definition
online, some results would even differ on the centaury industrial evolution happened. The point
behind such analogy is that there is no definite definition for cloud computing or industrial
revolution; they both describe a transition. When people approach such transition from different
angles, different definitions are made.
In Wardley’s OSCON 09 speech, he further more associated the transition with
“commoditization”. Commoditization is defined as the transformation of goods and services (or
things that may not normally be regarded as goods or services) into a commodity. (Polanyi, Karl.
1944) In his speech, Wardley also proposed the four stages in commoditization: innovation stage,
bespoke stage, product stage and service stage. The innovation starts when a new concept is
developed or realized. Then, when the new technology is mature enough to be produced as a
product, it moves to the bespoken stage. In the bespoken stage, since new technology is often
associated with high initial cost, it is often inaccessible for general public because. However,
once the technology becomes popular and there is a high potential market, firms would make
investments and start producing the product massively. The massive production moves the
industry to the product phase. Lastly, once the technology is closely associated with people’s life,
it is commoditized to become a commodity, which is the service stage.
The most common used commoditization example is the history of electricity industry.
The electricity was first found by W.H. Wollaston in 1821, where the innovation stage began.
Then, it moved to bespoke stage when Hippolyte Pixii introduced the first alternating current
electrical generator. The theoretical concept of “electricity” had been produced into a product,
which could be practically used in business to perform different jobs. Later when Gramme ring,
the first electricity generator in commercial scale, was brought to market by Zenobe Gramme,
the industry advanced to product stage. Different from the alternating current electrical generator,
Gramme ring was a product in commercial scale and was able to be produced massively, which
was the key sign for the industry to move to product stage. When more and more firms and
houses produced electricity by their own in order to run electricity needed instruments, the time
for service stage had come. People’s life had been deeply associated with electricity; they need
electricity to fulfill their basic needs. That was the reason that the national grid of electricity was
constructed and electricity was later supplied to every firm and house with the lowest cost ever.
The electricity industry had reached the final stage, the service stage. By observing the
commoditization path electricity industry had made, it was concluded that computing technology
industry is observed making the same path.
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For computing industry, the innovation started with z3, which was the first programmable
and fully automated computer. Then, Leo, the first computer used in business opened the era of
bespoken just like the alternating current electricity generator in electricity. While more and
more computers had been brought to business world and later extend to house uses, the product
stage officially began when IBM 650 was massively produced and brought to market. This stage
was compared with the introduction of Gramme ring in electricity industry. Today, when
computers are closely associated with every aspect of our life, the computing industry is on its
path toward service stage according to the commoditization theory. Although the
commoditization concept can be new, John McCarthy predicted the computer industry’s change
to service stage 50 years ago and he named the change “utility computing”.
Even though the change to service stage was foreseen by many experts, no definite time
was proposed. Therefore, Simon Wardley, although not being able to propose a definite time,
proposed 4 factors for the change to happen in his OSCON 09 speech. The proposed four factors
were concept, technology, attitude, and suitability. First of all, for the concept factor, it examines
whether the theatrical information is sufficient. With the maturation of commoditization model
and utility computing concept, the concept factor is believed to be fulfilled. Secondly, the
technology factor and the attitude factor determine whether sufficient technology is there to
support the change and whether people are ready for the change to come. These two factors can
be explored in the work by Gerald J. Popek and Nicholas Carr respectively. In Gerald J. Popek’s
work, he presented the idea of virtual machine, which software would act like a physical
computer that was able to execute individual programs. This idea enabled one machine to act like
multiple machines where the same amount of physical computer resource was shared by
different virtual computers. The technology then enables computing resources to be shared by
multiple users just like electricity. On the other hand, Nicholas Carr’s work on evolution of
business technology provided the insight of the attitude factor. He explained in his work that the
strategic value of using computing power in business would diminish and later became a
requirement to run business as technology continue to advance. Lastly, the suitability examines
whether the overall industry is ready for the change. This factor was fulfilled when
Salesforce.com started its customer relationship management software as a service model in
software market. Different from the traditional customer relationship managements, which were
sold as a software package, Salesforce’s CRM software was marketed on a subscription basis
and was hosted offsite. In other words, users were no longer required to install the program on
their computer and the software service was paid by the amount the user uses. It was like using
electricity without purchasing a generator and charged by the Kilowatt used. The suitability
factor was fulfilled as large software company had evaluated the feasibility of implementing
cloud computing into its product and proved it to be cost efficient by actually implementing it.
After several large software firms would dedicate their resource into implementing cloud
computing, it was believe that the smaller firms would follow the same path and the entire
industry would be ready for the change. In sum, with all four factor fulfilled, it was concluded
that the time for service stage in computing industry had started.
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1.2 Supply Chain in Taiwan at Its Product Stage
In previous section, the computing industry is concluded on the path to transit from
product state to service stage. The change in computing industry is expected to affect the other
industries as almost every industry nowadays has some relationship with information technology.
In other words, change in information technology triggers possible changes in other industries.
One of the industries greatly affected by information technology is supply chain in Taiwan. In
the below discussion, the history of the supply chain in which it moved through the innovation
stage, bespoke stage and product stage is first reviewed. Then, by applying the four factors
proposed, the supply chain management service is examined to determine whether it is ready to
move to the service stage in sections 1.5.
The origin of the supply chain idea in Taiwan can be traced back when the idea of OverThe-Counter was advocated by the year 2000 vice president candidate Wanchang Xiao during
his campaign. Over-The-Counter (OTC) is defined as “A security, which is not traded on an
exchange, usually due to an inability to meet listing requirements. For such securities,
broker/dealers negotiate directly with one another over computer networks and by phone, and
their activities are monitored by the NASD.” This proposal aimed to take the advantage of
Taiwan’s strong and stable banking system to gather all the small resources from other Asian
countries and gain profit from it. Although this economy and financial practice was not relative
to supply chain at all, the idea behind it represented the change Taiwan was seeking for. Firms
started to look at the advantage they had in Taiwan and began to outsource the parts they were
losing cost advantage to less developed country. Mr. Wanchang Xiao, the first person to publicly
advocate such idea, triggered the innovation stage of supply chain in Taiwan.
Since the concept of outsourcing less competitive parts to less developed country had
been advocated, it was not long till firms with larger scale to apply such concept to their supply
chain. Namely, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Limited (TSMC), one of the
most important industries in Taiwan, initiated its first step of outsourcing its raw material to
suppliers in China in 2001. Although it was believed that there were other smaller firms who
applied the outsourcing concept to their business practice prior to TSMC. TSMC’s outsourcing
caught the media’s attention for the first time. The concept no longer exists as a concept; it was
officially recognized as the future business practice. Moreover, the supply chain advanced to the
bespoken stage.
After TSMC had set the model for applying the outsourcing concept to its supply chain
practice, some medium and small firm started to integrate the idea into their supply chain as well.
From year 2002 till recently, number of Taiwanese industry branch over other Asia country
including China, Thailand, Indonesia, and Philippine, had been growing constantly. Although
there was not a specific time point where the concept moved to its product stage, the change
happened as the outsourcing concept was massively implemented in every firm in Taiwan.
Similar to the electricity where it becomes necessary for human living and the computing
power’s importance to firms to operate, the concept of outsourcing less competitive parts to build
a multi-tier and OEM supply chain had become the cost of doing business in Taiwan.
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1.3 Practice of Supply Chain with Two Tiers and One OEM
While the outsourcing concept had been widely applied through industries in Taiwan,
different kinds of supply chain models have been produced. Some company would simply adopt
a supply chain with one tier and one OEM, other many have five tiers and three OEM. The
supply chain model used is determined by the management according to the firm’s size and
business strategy. The specific supply chain model the thesis is working with is two tiers and one
OEM. Its original source is Plas Alliance Enterprise, which is a traditional machinery
manufacturer in Taiwan. Beside the enterprise’s headquarter in Taiwan, it has one processing
factory in Thailand and a purchase center in China.
The reason that the company’s supply chain model is selected for the thesis is that it
generally represents the rising supply chain model in Taiwan after the outsourcing concept has
been widely applied in industry. Also, the reader will be able to have a more solid understanding
in the reason outsourcing strategy has become a cost of doing business in Taiwan from the Plas
Alliance Enterprise’s two tiers with one OEM supply chain setup process described below:
Under the pressure of competition from arising markets such as China and India, there is
almost no profit for enterprises to stay in Taiwan as the material cost and labor cost in China is
significant less than the costs in Taiwan. Therefore, to cope with the globalizing market, most
enterprises generally choose to have its production done in three nations to gain savings in cost
from operations in different branches. The enterprises would purchase the materials from first
country, process the materials to make parts in second country then finally assemble the parts
into finished product in the third country.
For instance, for Plas Alliance Enterprise, materials are purchased in China due to the
relatively cheap material prices. The processing is done in second site in Thailand since Thai
processing workers are cheaper compared to Taiwanese workers and more stable compared to
Chinese workers. Due to the cultural differences, Chinese workers change jobs in a higher
frequency compare to Thai workers. While the processing job in enterprise has medium high
technique requirements, it takes around six to nine months to train a worker. Therefore, to reduce
the variability in worker stability, Thailand is selected for processing site although the labor cost
would be lower in China.
The rationale for the enterprise to complete the final assembly in Taiwan is that the
assembly for the product requires the highest worker technique and it generally requires one to
one and a half years to train a new employee. Most importantly, due to the general education
level difference between Taiwan, Thailand, and China, Taiwanese worker has the fastest learning
rates and highest performance. Therefore, Taiwan workforce is selected for the assembly works.
Figure 1 in the next page demonstrates a brief view of the supply chain described.
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Figure 1: Plas Alliance Enterprise Supply Chain with Two Tiers and One OEM

1.4 The Computer Software for Supply Chain in Taiwan
After discussing the rising and transition of supply chain with two tiers and one OEM and
the Plas Alliance Enterprise case, it is also important to discuss the software that made this
outsourcing strategy possible. Before the outsourcing concept is widely used, or in some cases
even after the outsourcing concept is applied, most firms in Taiwan manage their supply chain
manually. In other words, warehouse managers would simply walk into the warehouse and
visually predict the order for the materials. This method remains feasible for a long period of
time due to the geography nature of Taiwan. Taiwan is a small island with width of 144
kilometers and length of 394 kilometers. The total area is around 35,980 kilometer square which
is a little larger than Maryland State. Moreover, with the two main highways from the very north
to the very south part of Taiwan, transportation is relatively convenient. With those advantages,
the transportation times for raw materials are significantly lower than industries in other
countries. Before outsourcing the materials, a warehouse manager in Taiwan could reorder the
materials when he realizes he placed a wrong order or an order with insufficient amount of parts
and expect the raw materials to arrive in the next few days. The short lead times for raw
materials kept the industries in Taiwan to continue its manual supply chain management practice.
However, the geography advantage disappears once parts are outsourced to suppliers
from other country. Beside the long shipment time, warehouse managers have to deal with
external factors such as delay in government department of custom inspection. All these factors
results in long lead time for raw materials to arrive at the production line. Since the manual
supply chain practice is no longer available, managers usually search for software that could help
7

them to monitor the internal supply chain, the ERP system, and the external supply chain, the
MRP system. Moreover, to support ERP and MRP software, deployment of servers becomes
necessary to run the database behind the software. Among all the firms, some would decide to
purchase ERP software from the Western software firms and others would implement ERP
systems written by Taiwanese programmers. The most well known Western brands are Oracle
and SAP and their major competitor in Taiwan is a local ERP company called Data System
Consulting Co.
While ERP system and MRP system is introduced into supply chain management practice
in Taiwan, the costs of the two systems are generally too high. The cost that associates with the
two programs not only includes the software cost but also hardware cost and maintenance labor
cost. In Plas Alliance Enterprise, this is also the reason for different branches to practice different
supply chain management methods. It is not cost efficient for all branches to have an IT
department that deals with software and hardware to run the ERP and MRP system. In the
Enterprise, the headquarter in Taiwan currently uses a local ERP and MRP system designed by a
local ERP system firm named Taidevelop Information Corp. The advantage for the headquarter
in Taiwan to implement an ERP system is that it has a mature IT team to support the deployment.
However, this advantage does not exist in Thailand as the overall IT development in Thailand is
not advanced enough to form an IT team within the branch. Therefore, the processing factory in
Thailand uses Compiere ERP, which is an open source software. The software is installed on two
small size server which requires minimum maintenance work. The situation in the raw material
purchasing center in China is the worst; it applies manual supply chain management with basic
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet as the purchase center is not large enough in commercial size to
support an IT team.
In sum, more firms in Taiwan are integrating ERP and MRP systems into their supply
chain management as they realize manual management is no longer feasible. However, due to
ERP and MRP systems’ high costs and high degree of IT support requirement, some firms would
only partially adopt the systems into their supply chain management while others would simply
not considering them.

1.5 Integrating Cloud Computing Into the Supply Chain
In previous three sections, the transition in stages for supply chain management, the
common supply chain model, and the switch in implementing supply chain management
software in Taiwan are discussed. The concept of outsourcing the firm’s less competitive parts
has matured toward the product stage. While the concept continues to mature, it triggers the
creation of a common supply chain model, two tiers and one OEM. To manage this new arising
supply chain model, supply chain management software such as ERP system and MRP system
are largely seen in larger firms nowadays while the small and medium firm struggle to
implement the systems. In this section, the question of whether the industry is ready to move
toward the service stage is going to be discussed. The four factors, including concept, technology,
attitude, and suitability, proposed by Simon Wardley is used to examine the possibility of the
change.
Conceptual wise, it is not a new idea for computing services to become available online.
When people store their pictures and blogs online, it is a form of using computing service
through cloud because the data is not stored in your personal computer but some server provided
by the hosting company. Moreover, cloud can also provide computing power instead of only data
8

storage. The fluid dynamic tables and graphs can be search through the National Institute of
Standard and Technology (NIST), which are the required knowledge for fluid dynamic students
at Penn State. The display of graph, which is done in Excel on personal computer and requires
certain computing resource, is available through online NIST servers. While the NIST website is
a mixture of data storage and computing resource provider, some websites are for pure
computing resource. For example, optimizing models written in General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS) can be solved with NEOS solver provided through neos.mcs.anl.gov. The
website provides its user computing resources necessary to optimize the model and output the
measures. From all the examples above, it is seen that the concept of cloud computing has been
widely applied in our daily life in all aspects ranging from personal data storage, scientific tables
and graphs research and higher level optimization model.
The concept of providing data storage and computing resource is seen not only in the
examples provided above but also supply chain management. Not long ago, Compiere, an open
source ERP company, launched its online version for its ERP system. Once registered, all users
can experiment the privilege of using ERP systems without any cost. Compiere has captured the
trend for supply chain management systems to move toward the service stage. Different from
computing resources industry and electricity where concepts are developed through academic
researches, the concept development for supply chain management is realized through launching
a real online version of ERP system online.
From the technology perspective, it is believed that the technology is well developed to
support supply chain management system to move toward its service stage. Through Windows
Azure, an application platform provided by Microsoft, users can now host their applications
online. The backbone for Microsoft to provide those data storage and computing resource is the
datacenters build worldwide. In the article “Microsoft opens Windy City data center”, the
datacenter it has in Chicago, has only a dozen of the 56 spots filled. Within each spot, 2000
servers are installed. In other words, the current online storage space and computing resources
provided online is not to its full capacity; further expansion is expected. Since the application can
now be hosted online through some platforms such as Azure platform and the capacity for the
platforms are still expanding, it is concluded that the technology setup for supply chain
management systems to move toward its service stage.
For the attitude and suitability factors, they are yet to be examined. While using services
provided in cloud is common among computer uses, applying such concept to supply chain
management system is new. Therefore, these two factors will be later discussed after chapter 3
when the practical experiment is complete and the user experience is described.
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1.6 Cloud Computing and Its Advantages and Disadvantages
Having the transition of computing industry explained, it is important to note the
advantages and disadvantages that come along with the transition. Although only low initial
invest, low maintenance cost and high inventory accuracy are aimed to be resolved by applying
cloud computing, additional benefits are listed as we. In Cloud Computing by Michael Miller,
fifteen advantages and six disadvantages are discussed. Among all the advantages mentioned,
ones that have influence in supply chain are list below:
• Lower computing cost (initial investment and maintenance)
• Increased in computing power
• Universal compatibility
• Universal document access and universal compatibility
First of all, the lower computing cost can be seen with two approaches: initial investment
and maintenance cost. While the computing resource is treated like utility, no server investment
and cost on additional equipment to adopt peak performance are required. Also, the firms can
now purchase personal computers with simple computing resources and smaller memory
capacity, which has lower price compare to traditional personal computers. On the other hand,
the maintenance cost can be lowered since less hardware is deployed in firm and no ERP
software is installed. In the current Plas Alliance Enterprise case, the company originally plans to
purchase 20-25 servers to support an ERP system. Also, it need to purchase an enterprise version
for the ERP system with some additional module package which is estimated to be around
200,000-250,000 USD. The maintenance for the servers and system operation requires a full IT
department with 5-7 staffs. With cloud computing, these initial investments can be saved and
replaced by lower monthly subscription fee.
Secondly, the computing power increases as the computing is done in a large scale data
warehouse. With such advantage, companies will no longer suffer under the peak hour
computing traffic, which happens normally in the beginning of the month and around 2pm in the
afternoon. Similar to using electricity, one would never worry about not having enough
electricity supply as the fluctuation is handled by the professionals in power plants.
Lastly, the universal accessibility and universal compatibility are the greatest advantages
gained by using cloud computing. In places that have internet connection, any staff can access to
the ERP system no matter where he is as long as it is authorized by the company. Moreover,
different branches in different counties can access to the same system and work on different
modules within the system. From the Plan Alliance Enterprise’s perspective, all system operators
in all three branches will be using the same ERP and the executive members can go onto the
system to review the current operation in any place.
Beside its advantages, tradeoffs are made in cloud computing including:
• Requirement of constant and stable internet connection
• Risk of data insecurity and server downtime.
Constant and stable internet connection is required in cloud computing as the personal
computer no longer has any computing power and serves as the media to connect to cloud. In
other words, once there is no internet connection available, cloud computing would become
impossible. The users will be depending on internet connection just like human’s dependence on
electricity. Without electricity, almost nothing can be done in modern life. While the electricity
is a government provided utility, which comes with stable supply, internet connections are not
provided under national scale. Therefore, when using cloud computing, the stability of the
10

internet connection should be considered. This can become an obstacle for Plas Alliance
Enterprise. Although the headquarter in Taiwan has outstanding internet connection due to the
recent optical internet network infrastructure construction, the other two branches, located in
China and Thailand does not have high stability internet connection all time especially in
Thailand. Branch in Thailand suffer from internet connection lost around 4 times per month with
around 30 minutes to 1 hour mean time of repair. The enterprise will need to upgrade its internet
subscription in both China and Thailand once online supply chain management system is
implemented resulting in potential increase in cost.
The other tradeoff for cloud computing is data insecurity and downtime. Since all the
data is stored in cloud, where a third party provides the storage service, it is like saving all your
money in a bank. There is a possibility for the bank to bankrupt and lose all your savings just like
there is a chance for the third party’s storage unit to break down and lose all your data for a
period of time. However, similar to the bank, there is a relative low possibility since the third
party operating the cloud has a backup system just like the bank’s financial system that could
prevent such failure. Moreover, since the data is not in your own server, you are under the risk
that the data could be stolen. The data can contain minor information but it could also be the
most important operation information. However, similar to saving your money in a bank, the
chance of having your data stolen is as low as your money in a bank being rubbed.
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Chapter 2: Inventory Control
2.1 Why Inventory Control?
In the previous chapter, the development of the “outsourcing” idea and the advantage and
disadvantage of implementing cloud computing into the supply chains in Taiwan are discussed.
After identifying the need and the disadvantage and advantage of cloud based ERP system, one
module within the whole ERP system that interest the enterprises the most will be identified.
Moreover, proposed management method will be discussed so that the supply chain will no
longer be managed purely by human reaction.
Within SAP, one of the largest ERP systems around the world including Taiwan, 26
modules are listed. Some modules include: financial accounting, treasury, human resource, sales
and distribution, materials management, plant maintenance, production planning and quality
management. As discussed in section 1.4, supply chain management in Taiwan faced its greatest
obstacle in inventory control (materials management) after the “outsourcing” idea was
implemented into the system. The advantage of short travel distance disappeared resulting in
longer material lead time which then further affects the entire supply chain. In Plas Alliance
Enterprise’s example, shipping individual parts from one branch to another is not only cost
inefficient but also time consuming. While the general cost of shipping a 12 foot cargo from
China to Thailand is around $4000 US dollar, shipping one pack of 500 screws can cost $100 US
dollar. Moreover, shipping additional parts can take from 3-5 days. In other words, by
implementing cloud based ERP system, all the costs and delays times mentioned can be saved.
Beside the time and cost of shipping additional parts, there is another major reason for
firms to focus on its materials management: local government anti-dumping policy. For most
firms, including Plas Alliance Enterprise, the main reason to open up a three tiers supply chain is
to save on the raw material cost; raw materials in China are significantly cheaper. However, the
second tier, or the processing tier in Thailand in Plas Alliance’s case, has cheap labors but
relatively more expansive raw materials. Therefore, the second tier government, or the Thai
government in Plas Alliance Enterpise’s case, would enforce high import tax in order to protect
the raw material suppliers in Thailand; an 18% import tax is applied to Plan Alliance’s Thailand
branch. The firms would lose its advantage in saving the material cost once the high import tax
rate is included into its cost and the advantage of opening a processing branch in the third
country would become insignificant.
The infeasibility in setting up a processing branch in second country after a high imposed
import tax is not only realized by the firms but also the potential second tier countries. For Thai
government to recruit firms to setup a branch in Thailand, it designed a special industrial zone
for most of the foreigner firms which is called tax free zone. Within the tax free zone, firms
would be exempted from the high import tax and remain competitive in the market. From the
firm’s perspective, setting up the processing branch now become feasible. From the
government’s perspective, investments are brought into the countries by foreigner firms.
However, some problems happened under such tax free zone practice. After the tax free
zone starts to work, the Thai government discovered a trend that local business firms would
purchase those raw materials from tax exempted firms. This greatly threatens the survival of
local raw material suppliers. Therefore, the Thai government established the anti-dumping policy
in which affects all tax free firms. For all tax free firms, they are forbidden to resell any raw
materials that are brought into the country through tax free program. Moreover, all finished
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products must be examined by Thai government agent to make sure that all declared raw
materials were used to produce the product. Any discovery of illegal dumping could result in
losing the right of tax exempt as well as imposed fines. Therefore, for Plas Alliance Enterprise,
the accuracy of its material record becomes critical because it is the basis the government agent
use to examine illegal acts. By implementing cloud based ERP, the accuracy of material record is
expected to increase and resolve the anti-dumping legal issues. In sum, by focusing on material
management module in ERP system, the extra cost on transportation and delay in overall
production can be reduced. Moreover, the firm can have no worries in terms of anti-dumping
legal issues.

2.2 Inventory Classification
After seeing the importance of inventory control in the previous section, the next logical
step would be to develop an inventory policy that would help to accurately control the inventory
level in order to lower the cost. However, even before the development of inventory, it is
necessary to classify the current inventories. Classifying the current inventory brings the
following benefit: first, the firm will be able to visualize the items it has and delete possible
repeating items. When the inventory was management by pure human, multiple inventory codes
can be assigned to the same item. Moreover, inventory codes can be assigned to unimportant
items that are used once ten years. In Plas Alliance’s example, although the firm had a frame for
its inventory codes, a motor was assigned four different codes simply because the four motors
were purchased and brought into system by different warehouse staffs. There were also incident
that an inventory code was assigned to a roll of tape because a customer requested for the tape to
be shipped with his machine. By going through the classification procedure, the firm will able to
remove those errors and build its inventory system on a clean and strong data foundation.
To successfully classify the current items, the firm will need to define both raw materials
and components. These two types of inventory are often mixed in traditional manufacturing
firms. For example, an iron bar can be an inventory that fits both types as it is a raw material in a
sense that it needs to be further processed before being installed onto the final machine. On the
other hand, it can be a component as it has been casted from iron powders. To exclude the
confusion, a firm needs to decide on the definition for both types that best suit the industry. For
Plas Alliance, the executive members decide that raw materials are items that will need to go
through fixed processing procedure such as drilling. Components, on the other hand, are items
that can be installed onto the machine after received from supplier. A special note that raw
materials go through “fixed” processing procedure; any minor processing such as polishing that
is done on the item base on the operator’s judgment does not account for a “fixed” processing
procedure.
After assigning the inventory type, the firm can proceed to use Pereto chart and ABC
classification to classify the items. From the book “operation management” by Reid R.D. and
Sanders N.R., the ABC classification defines class A items to be items that account high
inventory value but low inventory quantity and class C items for low inventory value but large
quantity. By using ABC classification, the firm will be able to apply different inventory policy
base on the nature of the material. For example, since class A items have high value but low
quantity, the firm can use lot-for-lot policy as stocking those items decrease the inventory
turnovers and build a large burden on the finance. By completing the inventory classification, the
firm can not only decrease the data errors in existing system but also help the firm to determine
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the inventory policy. This is considering a necessary step for all Taiwanese firms that would like
to apply cloud based ERP in their supply chains.
In Plas Alliance Enterprise’s case, the firm went through the items and classified all of
them. The three main categories used are: raw material, components, and maintenance, repairs &
operating supplies (MRO). As mentioned above, raw materials are items that need further fixed
processing procedure. Components are items that can be installed to the main body of the
machine. MRO are items that are used to build the machines but do not appear as part of the
machine. The table next page demonstrates the example list created.
Table 1: Inventory Type, Category and Classification Example
Transmission Parts
Steel Parts
Item Category IVT IVC Classification Item Category IVT IVC
Bearing
5 AA01
B
Round Bar
4
AB01
Belt
5 AA02
C
Flat Bar
4
AB02
Conveyor Belt
5 AA03
C
Angle Bar
4
AB03
Belt Pulley
5 AA04
C
Triangle Bar
4
AB04
Gear Wheal
5 AA05
B
Hexagon Bar
4
AB05
Metal Parts
Electronics
Item Category IVT IVC Classification Item Category IVT IVC
Screws
5 AD01
C
Motor
5
AK01
Nut
5 AD02
C
Gear shifter
5
AK02
Washer
5 AD03
C
Decelerator
5
AK03
Springs
5 AD06
C
Wire Label
7
AK26
Roller
5 AD09
B
Wire Collector
7
AK27
Inventory Type (IVT): 4.Raw Materials 5.Components 7.MRO
Inventory Code (IVC): The fist 4 digits in inventory code
Classification: A/B/C

Classification
C
C
C
C
C
Classification
A
A
A
C
C

2.3 Inventory Cost
Before jumping into the inventory policy, it is believed that knowing the different costs
that associate with inventory is important. The ultimate goal for setting specific inventory policy
for different items is to save the inventory cost. As mentioned before, most traditional Taiwanese
firms manage its inventory base on human experience before using any MRP or ERP system or
any self designed inventory control system such as excel sheet. In those cases, inventory control
was done base on the “putting off the fire” mode. The “putting off the fire” mode represents
warehouse manager ordering or cancelling orders base on the needs of materials from a
manufacture plant. The idea of inventory cost did not exist. Therefore, analyzing the inventory
cost components become necessary.
In “Operation Management” by Reid R.D. and Sanders N.R., four different types of cost
are introduced: item costs, holding costs, ordering costs, and storage costs. The definitions of the
four costs are listed below:
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Item Costs (IC): The cost of the item itself and any direct cost, such as tax, insurance,
or duty, that associates with the item. Inbound transportation is also part of item cost.
• Holding Costs (HC): The variable expanses for each item. Holding cost has three
components. First, capital costs (CpC) are the higher of either the interest the
company pays to borrow money to invest in the inventory or the opportunity cost
(OpC), which is the possible return if the money was used in different ways. Second,
storage costs (StC) include the cost of space, workers, and equipment in the public
storage warehouses. Storage costs can be zero or insignificant if warehouse is owned
by the firm. Third, risk costs (RsC) include obsolescence, damage, or deterioration,
theft, insurance and taxes. This cost occurs mostly in high-technology industries.
• Ordering Costs (OC): The fixed cost for placing an order with a supplier.
• Shortage Costs (SC): This cost occurs when customer demand exceed the available
inventory for an item. It can happen in back-order form where customer waits for his
order and require additional paper work or penalty. It can also happen in lost sale
form in which the customer is no longer interested in your product.
In sum, the total inventory cost can be expressed in the following equation:
Total Cost = IC + HC+ OC + SC, where HC = Max (CpC, OpC) + StC + RsC
For Plas Alliance Enterprise, the total inventory cost equation can be modified due to its
industry nature. First of all, since the company storages the parts in its own warehouse, the
storage cost can be insignificant. Secondly, the risk cost can be neglected as the parts are rarely
damaged and no theft was observed. Thirdly, the inbound transportation cost (TC) originally
included in the item cost should be separated to become a variable by itself. The inbound
transportation cost is significant in the two tiers and one OEM supply chain the paper is trying to
model as it is one of the main focuses by applying could-based ERP. Traditional Taiwanese firm
expand its Taiwan based supply chain to the new supply chain that focuses on outsourcing to
gain advantage from lower raw material cost and labor costs. Potential high inbound
transportation cost can dim the advantage and requires extra attention in the case. Therefore,
after the modification, the equation become Total Cost = IC + TC + Max(CpC, OpC) + OC + SC.

2.4 Inventory Origin Specification
After going through the previous two steps, the firm can now select its inventory policy
base on the classification and cost equation. However, one important factor is still missing: the
origin specification (OS). In Plas Alliance Enterprise’s case, certain items must come from
certain supplier in certain country. From the example in section 2.2, four items are picked to
form the below table.
Table 2: Inventory Origin Specification Example
Item Category IT
IC
Classification Origin Specification
Roller
5 AD09
B
Y
Conveyor Belt 5 AA03
C
Y
Bearing
5 AA01
B
N
Screws
5 AD01
C
N
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The origin specifications are critical for roller and conveyor belt because they greatly
affect the overall performance of the machine. Plas Alliance Enterprise manufactures machines
that cut and seal plastic bags. The roller in the machine withholds the force by the sealing knife
and the material and the finishing of the roller greatly affects the performance of the knife. The
same problem occurs to the conveyor belt that the surface finish of the belt produces different
forces on the bag and affects the finish cut on the product. On the other hand, the bearing and
screws do not have any origin specifications. Moreover, for class A items, due to their high cost,
these items are listed as machine specifications and do not have any origin specification. For
example, when the machine specification specifies that the motor used are all Siemens, there is
no restriction on where the motor is purchased as long as it is from a Siemens agent. Therefore,
classifications A, B&OS, B, C&OS, C are used when the firm is determining the inventory
policy.

2.5 Inventory Policy
Since the firm has just switch from pure human management to cloud based ERP, simple
inventory policy is recommended. In “Operation Management” by Reid R.D. and Sanders N.R.,
four ordering approaches are introduced: lot-for-lot, fixed,-order quantity, min-max system, and
order n periods. For each classification, an ordering approach is selected as following:
• Class A: Lot-for-lot is selected for class A because the holding cost is considered the
highest for these items. For a Siemens main motor, the price can range from $6002500 USD resulting in high capital cost and opportunity cost. Therefore, class A
items are ordered base on lot-for-lot to achieve the lowest total cost.
• Class B: Fixed order quantity policy is recommended as these items are used in
medium rate and the price is not too high. In this case, the holding cost is not
significant enough to become the major factor and the shortage cost do not imply to
these items. Transportation costs, ordering costs and shortage cost then become the
major factors. To lower the three major costs, fixed order quantity policy become
critical as the ordering cost is lowered as the item is ordered in a batch and
transported between branches in a batch. Moreover, by ordering a fixed quantity, we
can ensure that there are certain safety stocks to prevent shortage.
• Class C: In this class, min-max system is used because the holding cost is not
insignificant. The shortage cost and transportation cost are the major factors. Items
such as screws can be insignificant compare to a motor but machines can’t be
assembled without them. Moreover, shipment for those items can be tricky. When
class C items are shipped with other items, the cost is insignificant; shipping them
alone will add significant cost. Therefore, once the item reaches the minimum
inventory, the warehouse manager should be ordering certain amount of such item
that can come alone with the next cargo. In other words, the inventory policy takes
the idea of setting a minimum stock from the min-max system approach but requires
the manager to determine the best replenish quantity base on the cargo space.
• Class B & OS and C & OS: The origin specification does not affect the ordering
approach for the item but the level of safety stock. These items have great affect on
the machine’s performance and are not easily replaced. In other words, the shortage
cost is the highest among all cost. Therefore, with higher safety stock, the firm can
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always ensure that it has sufficient supply in the future while not overstocking the
items.

2.6 Ordering Quantity
After specifying the desired inventory policy for each class, the ordering quantity is
determined base on different proposed model. Before digging into the actual ordering quantity,
the current inventory practice for Plas Alliance Enterprise’s case is analyzed to assist the author
in identifying the main focus on inventory. From the plant manager, class B items are identified
as the main cause of the whole process. Since class A items are acquired only when a customer
places an order and class C items are small components such as screws and washers that can be
easily purchased, manufacturing delay involved with these two items are rare. On the other hand,
class B items impose delay to the manufacturing process. Class B items are usually brought into
system as raw materials, manufactured and processed in the facilities, and assembled to form the
main frame of the machine. Due to the current supply chain practice, a long lead time is
associated with class B item as the raw materials are purchased in China, shipped to Thailand for
processing and shipped to Taiwan again for assembly. When the ordering quantity is inaccurate,
a long lead time is created since the item has to go through the whole supply chain again. In this
sense, the ordering quantity becomes critical to class B items but less for classes A and C items.
With the main focus of class B items ordering quantity identified, below are the ordering
quantity models selected for each class:
• Class A: For the class A items, the ordering quantity is simply the requirement of
each order received as they are ordered lot-to-lot. In other words, once the demand
arrives, order is placed on those items. The only concern with lot-to-lot ordering is
that parts can have a long lead time and furthermore delay the entire order. However,
this is not the case in Plas Alliance as it takes a longer time to manufacture and
assemble the classes B and C items when comparing to the class A items’ lead times.
• Class B: Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model is selected for determining the
ordering quantity. This model is selected because the company does not have a
detailed history for its inventory movements as inventory was managed base on
human experience. The EOQ model requires the least information and is also least
sensitive to the input variables. Moreover, the EOQ model sinks into the fixed order
policy as it provides the manager the ordering quantity when a order is to be placed
for an item. In the EOQ model, three input variables are required: A, the fixed setup
cost, D, the demand rate, and h, the holding cost. The setup cost can be computed by
the shipment and custom application department, which deals with the paper works
for transporting the inventories or raw materials are done. The cost can be calculated
by summing the individual application fee and the estimated department labor cost
that associated with one application. For the demand rate, the machines sales data can
be retrieved to expand to the corresponding items requirements through given BOM
for each machine. The demand rate can be computed by base on the calculated annul
requirement. Lastly, for holding cost, since all warehouses are owned by the firm, the
holding cost is simply the annual interest rate provided by the bank that works with
the firm. With all three input variables, the Q, the economic order quantity can be
determined to assist warehouse manager in handling class B item ordering.
• Class C: The (Q,r) model specified in “Factory Physics” by W. J. Hopp is used. This
model also requires a few input variables just like the EOQ model. The difference the
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model has when compared to EOQ model is that it sets a r, reorder point, for the
system. This corresponds to the min-max policy identifies in section 2.6 as a fixed
replenishment amount is ordered once the inventory level hits the reorder point. In the
model, the Q, ordering quantity, is simply computed by the equation used in EOQ
model. Therefore, the same input variable data gathering method described in class B
item section can be used. To compute the reorder point, the expected mean(θ) and
standard deviation(σ) for the demand during replenishment lead time, the backorder(b)
cost and holding cost(h) are required. The expected mean and standard deviation can
be computed through statistical analysis on the annual item requirement data which is
used in calculating the demand for EOQ model. The backorder cost and the holding
cost can be generated through the history records in the shipment and custom
application department. The output order quantity and reorder point can be inserted in
to the ERP system and the manager would generate a list to order when the next cargo
is to be shipped from Chinese suppliers.
Class B & OS and C & OS: Since class B items do not have a fixed safety cost, the
additional safety stock method cannot be applied. On the other hand, the reorder point
for class C items are to prevent shortage of the items before the next replenishment
arrival and can be used to apply the additional safety stock concept. From the
manager, a 5-10% safety stock of the maximum capacity is proposed. Therefore, the
reorder point for the class C items would be the calculated reorder point plus 10% of
the maximum inventory level, which is the summation of reorder point and ordering
quantity. Note that although the manager proposed a range between 5%-10%, 10% is
used in the beginning to prevent shortage. The percentage should be monitored and
adjusted according to the warehouse performance periodically to achieve the most
efficient safety stock percentage.
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Chapter 3: Compiere ERP Application
3.1 Practical Experiment
In this chapter, the goal is to experiment the theoretical theories and concepts mentioned
in the previous two chapters with the existing product on the market. Before getting into the
configuration and setup to run the experiment, the theories are summarized in below.
In section 1.1, the term “cloud computing” is introduced as a “transition”. It is a transition
toward commoditizing computing recourses. People observe such transition and named it “cloud
computing” because the servers that provide the computing resource no longer present physically;
it is up in the cloud. The transition concept then is used to evaluate supply chain in Taiwan in
section 1.2. By adopting the “outsourcing” business practice, supply chain in Taiwan had
maturated and is concluded in its product stage. During the maturation of the “outsourcing” the
traditional one tier supply chain expanded to multi-tiers supply chains. Supple chain with two
tiers and one OEM is selected for further investigation due to its popularity in Taiwan as well as
the author’s familiarity with it in section 1.3. In the supply chain, purchasing, processing and
assembly are completed in different branches located in different countries. This deployment
aims to bring down the overall cost by lowering the raw material cost and labor cost. In sections
1.4, the path for Taiwanese firms to replace its traditional factory management methods with
ERP system is discussed. Under the new supply chain, firms find the traditional method, simply
by human management, is no longer feasible. Therefore, different ERP systems are introduced
into Taiwan including Oracle and SAP (the two most well known western ERP providers) and
Data System Consulting Co., the most market share owned Taiwanese ERP Company. Since
ERP system has been largely used to management the supply chain, the question of whether it is
ready to move into service stage is greatly debated. In section 1.5, four factors for a product stage
to service stage transition including: concept, technology, attitude, and suitability are used to
evaluate the ERP industry, the supply chain management method, in Taiwan. The advanced
cloud computing technology achieved nowadays fully prepares the concept and technology
factors. However, the attitude and suitability remains unanswered. In section 1.6, the advantages
for cloud computing are listed to demonstrate that low initial investment, low afterwards
maintenance cost, and high inventory accuracy can be achieved. The disadvantages are listed as
well as certain tradeoffs are made by switching to cloud based ERP.
In chapter 2, steps to organize the inventory records and to compute suitable inventory
policies are discussed. In section 2.1, the importance of inventory control in Taiwanese two tiers
and one OEM supply chain is described. The company can lose its material cost saving
advantage if the inventory levels are not properly managed. Moreover, the firm may face legal
issues due to the tax exempt policy and anti dumping policy in some South Asia countries. In
order to properly manage the inventory, firms have to setup inventory policies to replace the
human management. In other words, the inventory should be managed according to preset
policies that are proved cost efficient instead of applying the manager’s choice base on personal
experience. Before setting up the policies, the firm is strongly recommended to go through the
two steps in section 2.2 and 2.3. Section 2.2 describes the method the firm can apply to classify
its existing inventory. By classification, the firms can have a clear view on its high class, the
most expansive, items as well as low class, least expansive but largest in quantity, items. In
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section 2.3, a cost function break down is introduced. The main objective for a firm to bring in
new business practice is to increase the revenue. Therefore, by clearly seeing the cost involved in
inventory, the executives can better decide on the inventory policy to apply to different items.
Section 2.4 is specially designed for Plas Alliance Enterprise, the company the paper is working
with. Moreover, due to the technology gap between countries in Asia, this concept is believed to
be useful in many other industries. This section briefly describes the importance of origin
specification. Origin specification is important when a certain part can be ordered through certain
supplier or suppliers due to the material specification involved. Although potential solution can
be seen as clarifying the specification for all suppliers to produce such item, this is not the focus
of this thesis. Therefore, the thesis recommends all firms to search for possible items that have
such origin speciation requirement which is common in Taiwan. In section 2.5 and 2.6, the
actually inventory policy and the ordering quantity are determined. Below is a table that
summarizes the findings from the sections.
Table 3: Inventory Policy and Ordering Quantity Summary
Class Inventory Policy Ordering Quantity Remarks
A
Lot-To-Lot
Base on order
B
Fixed Order
EOQ Model
Input variables: A,D,h
C
Min-Max
(Q,r) Model
Input variables: A,D,h, θ, σ, and b
After going through the theories and concepts the thesis is focusing, the practical
experiment is expected to achieve the following goals:
• Low initial investment
• Low maintenance work
• Feasibility to deploy supply chain with two tiers and one OEM
• Feasibility to apply the defined inventory policy
• High inventory accuracy

3.2 Compiere ERP
To select the best ERP to implement the theories discussed in the previous chapters and
sections, below are the few important factors:
• Available on Cloud: The focus of the thesis is to discuss the possibility in
implementing the cloud computing concept on the existing ERP system to bring
potential cost benefit to small to medium size Asia firms. Therefore, the availability
on cloud becomes critical.
• Low cost: Due to the budget constraints and the focus on saving the costs for
implementing ERP on cloud, system that has low cost or even with free trial is
preferred.
• Least system setup: As the thesis’ focus is on inventory control in cloud based ERP
system, spending a long period of time in installing the software and preparing the
base setups is infeasible. More time is expected to be spent on investigating the
inventory movements within the implemented supply chain model.
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Small to medium size system that is manageable by single person: Different from
firms in which ERP system is implemented by a team, the thesis is a single person
work. Therefore, less complicated system would be better.
Base on the criteria mentioned above, Compiere ERP is selected. First of all, it has online
free trial available through Amazon S3/Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. In its mission statement,
Compiere states its goal being the provider of open source and cloud-based ERP solutions which
coincides with the thesis’s focus on cloud deployment. Secondly, by offering open source
software, Compiere focus its resources on software development. This is a different approach
compare to other greater ERP software company which spends 50-70% on marketing strategy
and only 10% in software engineering. Without spending further in marketing, Compiere is able
to provide low cost ERP systems. Most importantly, it is able to provide free online trials to all
users by cooperating with Amazon Cloud. This directly satisfies the low budget constraint the
project has and the thesis’ focus on searching for low cost ERP. Thirdly, since the free trial is
provided to all users, basic setups are completed by Compiere administrator and restricted to be
changed by general users. This also prevents general user to flaw the whole system by accidently
reconfiguring some of the basic setups. Therefore, by using Compiere cloud based free trial ERP,
the author can solely focus on implementing the theories discussed without taking the software
management problems into account. Lastly, compare to Oracle and SAP ERP, Compiere ERP is
considered a small size ERP which is manageable by single user. In sum, by satisfying all the
criteria, Compiere ERP is selected for implementation of the theories discussed.
Beside the four selection criteria, Compiere also brings different advantages and
disadvantages to the project. Starting with advantage, the ERP provides multi-language function
which suits the small to medium size Taiwan manufacturing firms the thesis is focusing on.
Being small to medium size, the firms usually struggle with operators or employee who is fluent
in English. Moreover, the firm would consist of people who have different nature languages as it
has multiple branches in different Asian countries. The multi-language function can bring
advantage for firms to implement the ERP throughout all branches. On the other hand, the
greatest disadvantage for Compiere ERP is its main focus in modules. Being a retail industry
oriented ERP, the system lacks of manufacturing orientated functions. While Compiere specifies
itself as the ERP and CRM software, the manufacture and inventory control focus of the thesis
would actually work better with ERP and MRP software. Therefore, in Compiere, items enter
and leave the system without any major manufacturing process such as processing and assembly.
Goods are expected to come in being ready to be shipped out to the customers with very little
minor works such as repacking. Although Compiere does not appear to be manufacturing
orientated ERP software, this has considerably little effect on the research. The thesis is focusing
on bringing the cloud based ERP concepts to firms that have never used ERP before and simple
system lacking some detailed functions is acceptable.

3.3 Compiere ERP Product Basic Attribute Setup
The first step to deploy the specified two tiers and one OEM supply chain model is to
setup the product basic attributes. In Compiere, 7 pieces of fundamental attribute are required
including: search name (the unique name), product category, tax category, unit of measure
(UOM), product type, price list, and business partner. Some of the attributes require beforehand
setups so they can be associated with individual items when inserting the products. However, not
all attributes require setups. In fact, only 3 of them, product category, price list and business
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partners, require setups as search name is a unique value while the rest of the attributes, tax
category, UOM, and product type, are predetermined by Compiere ERP. In the tables below, the
fundamental attributes that need beforehand setup and their configurations are listed. Table 4
lists the configuration for product category.
Table 4: Product Category Configuration
Search Key
Name/Description Material Policy Planned Margin
Plas-Component
Component
FiFo
0
Plas-Raw Material Raw Material
FiFo
0
Plas-Body
Body
FiFo
0
Plas-Machine
Machine
FiFo
0
Similar to product setups, price lists setups require beforehand attribute setup as well.
The attribute is discount schema and the configuration is shown in Table 5 below. Moreover, in
price list, version needs to be configured for price list to function properly. The configurations
for price list and price list version are shown in Table 6.
Table 5: Discount Schema Configuration
Name/Description
Discount Type
Plas Discount Schema
Pricelist

Valid From
Current Date

Table 6: Price List Configuration and Price List Version Configuration
Name/Description Currency Precision
Plas Price List
USD
2
Name/Description Discount Schema
Plas Price List V1 Plas Discount Schema

Valid From
Current Date

Table 7 includes the configuration for business partners including one vendor and one
customer. The reason that only one vendor and one customer are selected is that customer
relationship is not the focus of the thesis and is simplified.
Table 7: Business Partner Configuration
Search Key
Business Partner Group
Plas-Customer Standard Customers
Plas-Suppliers Vendors
In the second part of this section, screen shots for actual configuration steps are
illustrated. In order to connect all the setups afterwards, an organization, Plas, is created first.
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Step 1: Create a new organization

Select “Organization” from Menu.

Type in Information for Organization and Press “Save”
Step 2: Insert Product Category Information

Select “Product Category” from Menu
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Type in Information for Product Category and Press “Save”

Step 3: Create Discount Schema

Select “Discount Schema” from Menu

Figure 6: Type in Information for Discount Schema and Press “Save”
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Step 4: Create Price List and Version

Select “Price List” from Menu

Type in Information for Price List, Press “Save”, then “Add” Version
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Type in Information for Version and Press “Save”
Step 5: Creating Business Partners

Select “Business Partner” from Menu

Type in Information for Business Partner and Press “Save” (For Plas-Customers)
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Type in Information for Business Partner and Press “Save” (For Plas-Suppliers)

Press “Location”, then “New”

Type in Information for Location and Press “Save”
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3.4 Compiere ERP Product Setup
After the attribute beforehand setups are completed, 21 items including 12 components, 6
raw materials, 2 machine bodies, and 1 machine are created to test the defined supply chain
model. Three bill of materials (BOM) are created for the 2 machine bodies and the 1 finished
machine. The material list and the BOM can be seen in Appendix A. In the material list and
Compiere item record, the name is the same as the inventory code while the description is the
item’s name to assist the user to identify each item. Moreover, figure 2 demonstrates the visual
BOM for the entire machine.

Figure 2: Item BOM Hierarchy
The actual product configuration steps are shown below.
Step 1: Insert Basic Product Information
When inserting the product information for items that have BOM, the components in the
BOM should be inserted in advance so that the system can associate the higher-level item with
its BOM components. Therefore, the items are inserted into Compiere according to the order in
Appendix Table 4.
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Select Product from Menu

Type in Information for Product

Select “Purchaed”, then Press “Save”
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Step 2: Insert Product Price List Information

Scroll Down to Press “Price”

Press “New” to Create New Price Record

Select Inserted Price List and Required Price Information, then Click “Save”
Step 3: Insert Purchasing Information

Click on “Purchasing”, then “New”
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Type in “Plas-Suppliers” for Vendor, then Press “Save”
Step Additional: For items that have BOM, go through the additional steps below.

Select “Bill of Materials”, “Cost Based on Rollup” and “Manufactured”, Deselect
“Purchased”, then “Save”

Click on “BOM”, then “New”
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Type in Name For the BOM, Press “Save”, and then “New”

Type In Corresponding Component Search Name and Quantity, Specify “Push” for
supply Type, then “Save”
If the item’s lower level item includes BOM, such as KA01010001 unde PL01010001
has a BOM, slect the corresponding BOM for the lower level item for the BOM tree to be built
corectly.
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Select Correspoding BOM for Middle Level Items and Return to “BOM” Page

Click “Verify BOM”

Click “OK” On Both Dialog Box
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3.5 Compiere Product Supply Chain Setup
In the previous sections, section 3.3 and 3.4, the fundamental product files are built in
Compiere. In this section, the product supply chain will be inserted into Compiere. In Plas
Alliance Enterprise, most of the raw materials and the components are from China due to their
low prices. However, as mentioned in section 2.4, there are materials and components that need
to be purchased in certain places due to their origin specification requirement. Therefore, in this
thesis, three warehouses are built in Compiere including: Plas-China, Plas-Thailand, and PlasTaiwan, and the material supply chain flow are shown in Figure 3 below. Moreover, the detailed
material flow information is available in Table 8 below.
Suppliers
A
Plas-China Warehouse
E
B
F

Plas-Thailand Warehouse
Plas-Thailand Processing
G
C
Plas-Taiwan Warehouse
Plas-Taiwan Assembly
D
Customers

Figure 3: Plas Alliance Enterprise Product Supply Chain Flow
Table 8: Detailed Material Flow
Flow Code Materials
A
AA01010001-AA05010001
AB01010001-AB05010001
AD01010001-AD03010001
AK01010001-AK03010001
B
AA01010001-AA05010001
AB01010001-AB05010001
AD01010001-AD03010001
C
KA01010001, KA01010002
D
PL01010001
E
AD06010001

Remarks
All materials except origin specific ones.

For processing in Thailand.

Machine bodies after processing.
Final machine ordered by customer.
Spring that has origin specific requirement.
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F
G

AD09010001
AD01010001-AD03010001
AK01010001-AK03010001

Roller that has origin specific requirement.
For assembly in Taiwan.

Besides the supply chain flow, the replenishment method is determined for each product
and specified in Compiere. To ease the difficulty in later material flow operation, an EOQ of 150
is set for class B items and (3000, 300) for (Q,r) model is set for class C items. The detailed list
is in tables 9 and 10 below.
Table 9: Warehouse Plas-Taiwan Replenishment Information
Product
Replenishment Minimum
Order
Source
Search Key
Type
Level
Quantity
Warehouse
By
order
KA01010001
Lot-to-lot
Plas-Thailand
By order Plas-Thailand
KA01010002
Lot-to-lot
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD01010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD02010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD03010001
(Q,r)
150 Local Supplier
AD09010001
EOQ
By order Plas-China
AK01010001
Lot-to-lot
By order Plas-China
AK02010001
Lot-to-lot
By order Plas-China
AK03010001
Lot-to-lot
Table 10: Warehouse Plas-Thailand Replenishment Information
Product
Replenishment Minimum Order
Source
Search Key
Type
Level
Quantity
Warehouse
150 Plas-China
AA01010001
EOQ
300
3,000 Plas-China
AA02010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AA03010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AA04010001
(Q,r)
150 Plas-China
AA05010001
EOQ
300
3,000 Plas-China
AB01010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AB02010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000
AB03010001
(Q,r)
Plas-China
300
3,000 Plas-China
AB04010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AB05010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD01010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD02010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Plas-China
AD03010001
(Q,r)
300
3,000 Local Supplier
AD06010001
(Q,r)
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Although the above information works perfectly in theory, additional modification is
required to implement it in Compiere. In order to manage different orders and replenishments
accordingly, two modifications are made. First, two virtual warehouses should be included to
manage the replenishments and orders for local suppliers. Therefore, “Thailand Purchase Center”
and “Taiwan Purchase Center” warehouses are added. Secondly, the China warehouse is split
into two. One is “China to Thailand” warehouse and the other is “China to Taiwan” warehouse.
Similar to the virtual warehouses which control local supplier replenishments and orders, the two
split China warehouses serve the same purpose. After the modifications, a new supply chain flow
chart, a new flow detail table are created and shown in Figure 4, and Table 11, below
respectively.
Suppliers
A
Thailand
Purchase Center

B
China to
Thailand

A

D

C
China to Taiwan

Taiwan Purchase
Center

B
Plas-Thailand Warehouse

C

D

Plas-Thailand Processing
E
Plas-Taiwan Warehouse
Plas-Taiwan Assembly
F
Customers
Figure 4: Modified Plas Alliance Enterprise Product Supply Chain Flow
Table 11: Modified Material Flow Detail
Flow Code Materials
A
AD06010001
B
AA01010001-AA05010001
AB01010001-AB05010001
AD01010001-AD03010001
C
AD01010001-AD03010001
AK01010001-AK03010001
D
AD09010001

Remarks
Spring that has origin specific requirement.
For processing in Thailand.

For assembly in Taiwan.
Roller that has origin specific requirement.
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E
F

KA01010001, KA01010002
PL01010001

Machine bodies after processing.
Final machine ordered by customer.

After modifying the flow, the actual Compiere configuration can be processed. The
important configuration details for warehouse and replenishment are listed in tables below.
Table 12: Warehouse Setup Configuration
Search Key/Name/Description
Replenishment
Plas-Thailand Purchase Center
None
Plas-China to Thailand
None
Plas-China to Taiwan
None
Plas-Taiwan Purchase Center
None
Plas-Thailand
Table
Plas-Taiwan
Table

Search Key/Name/Description
Plas-Thailand Purchase Center Locator
Plas-China to Thailand Locator
Plas-China to Taiwan Locator
Plas-Taiwan Purchase Center Locator
Plas-Thailand Locator
Plas-Taiwan Locator

For replenishment type, “Reorder Below Minimum Level” is used for all items since auto
replenishment generation is desired. The minimum level for (Q,r) items are set as specified while
the EOQ and Lot-to-Lot items has minimum level of 0 indicating that when a negative value
occurs (a requirement is imposed), replenishment is necessary.
Table 13: Warehouse Plas-Thailand Replenishment Configuration
Product Search Key Minimum Level
Source Warehouse
AA01010001
0 Plas-China to Thailand
AA02010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AA03010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AA04010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AA05010001
0 Plas-China to Thailand
AB01010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AB02010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AB03010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AB04010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AB05010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AD01010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AD02010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AD03010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
AD06010001
300 Plas-China to Thailand
Table 14: Warehouse Plas-Taiwan Replenishment Configuration
Product Search Key Minimum Level
Source Warehouse
KA01010001
0 Plas-Thailand
KA01010002
0 Plas-Thailand
AD01010001
300 Plas-China

Minimum Order
150
3000
3000
3000
150
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000

Minimum Order
1
1
3000
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AD02010001
AD03010001
AD09010001
AK01010001
AK02010001
AK03010001

300
300
0
0
0
0

Plas-China
Plas-China
Plas-Taiwan Purchase Center
Plas-China
Plas-China
Plas-China

3000
3000
150
1
1
1

To setup the described information above, the following steps are to be done in Compiere:
Step1: Setup the Three Warehouses: Plas-Taiwan, Plas-Thailand, and Plas-China

Select Warehouse & Locators from Menu

Type in Information for Warehouse, Press “Save”, then “Add” Locator
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Set the Search Name Same as Warehouse Name and Set “0” For Aisle, Bay and Row,
then Press “Save”
Step2: Setup Replenishment

Press “Replenishment” Tab, then “Save”

Type in Information for Replenishment as Specified in Table 8 and 9, then Press “Save”
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Step 3: Setup Minimum Order Value

Select Product from Menu

Press “Purchasing” then “Edit”

Type in Minimum Order Quantity, then Press “Save”
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3.6 Compiere Warehouse Startup
The last setup required before testing the capability of running the defined supply chain
model is to start up the stocks in warehouse. Currently, there is no item listed in each warehouse.
Note that there is a difference between an item being listed and an item with zero quantity.
Having an item listed means that the item record is registered in warehouse and is able to be used
by other transactions. On the other hand, an item can be set to a quantity of zero if the warehouse
is currently none of the item. Therefore, before running different transactions, items must be
registered into the warehouses.
To register the items into warehouse, Physical Inventory transaction is used and the
quantities for all items are set to zero indicating the start up of warehouses. Moreover, all items
are registered into each warehouse although PL01010001 will never appear in Plas-China
warehouse according to the supply chain flow.
As for the document number, it can be any desired combination of letters and words. In
the thesis, PL0001-01is used representing the first transaction (0001) and sub transaction (-01) as
all three warehouses need to be configured. The detailed configuration information is in Table 10
below. The detailed steps in Compiere are illustrated after the table.
Table 15: Physical Inventory-Warehouse Startup Configuration
Document Number
Warehouse
Document Type
PL0001-01
Plas-Thailand Purchase Center
PL0001-02
Plas-China to Thailand
PL0001-03
Plas-China to Taiwan
Material Physical Inventory
PL0001-04
Plas-Taiwan Purchase Center
PL0001-05
Plas-Thailand
PL0001-06
Plas-Taiwan
Step 1: Create Physical Inventory Transactions

Select Physical Inventory from Menu
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Type in Information for Physical Inventory, Press “Save”, then “Add” Inventory Count
Line

Select Corresponding Locator, Type in Product Search Key, Set Quantity as “0”,
Inventory Type as “Inventory Difference”, then “Save”
Step 2: Execute the Physical Inventory Transaction

Press “Complete”
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Select “Complete”, then “OK”

The Document Status Should Change to “Complete”
Step 3: Checking Transaction Record

Select Product Storage Detail from Menu
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Select the Organization and Locator to Specify Search.

All Products Appear in Stock with Zero Inventory
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3.7 Compiere Test Case
After all the setups have been complete in the previous sections, an order case is used to
test on the model. For conversion easiness, the case is specified with a 10 PL01010001 machine
order. In the flow chart figure next page, the full work flow to complete one order is illustrated.
The process with [ ] around represents work to done in Compiere. After the flow, detailed
Compiere configuration steps are shown later.

Figure 5: Actual Work Flow in Plas Alliance Enterprise To Process One Order
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Step 1: Create Order with 10 PL01010001 Machines

Select “Sales Order” from Menu

Type in Required Information for Order

Press “New” for Order Line
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Type in Information for Order Line and Return to Order

Press “Complete

Select “Complete”, then “OK”
Step 2: Create Production for PL01010001

Select “Production” from Menu
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Type in Information for Production and Press “New” for Production Plan

Type in Information for Production Plan, then Return to Production

Press “Create/Post Production”
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Deselect the Box and Click “OK”

Successful, Click “OK”
Step 3: Check Replenishment for Plas-Taiwan Warehouse

Select “Stock Replenishment Report” from Menu
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Type in Desired Warehouse & Documents, then Press “OK”

Pdf Record With Oder Quantity Specified in the Beginning

Actual Required Replenishment Quantity and Source
Step 4: Create Production for KA01010001 and KA01010002
The configuration processes for creating production for these two items are the same to
create the production for PL01010001. The only difference is that PL01010001 is
produced to Plas-Thailand while KA01010001 and KA01010002 are created to PlasThailand.
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Step 5: Check Replenishment for Plas-Thailand
Repeat Step 3 for Plas-Thailand. Below are the results figures.

Replenishment Result for Plas-Thailand Pdf

Actual Required Replenishment Quantity and Source
Step 6: Create Material Receipt for All Ordered Materials
Base on the actual required replenishment quantity and source results in Plas-Taiwan and
Plas-Thailand, the purchase department and place orders to corresponding suppliers and create
future material receipt demonstrated below. Since there are four source warehouses, PlasThailand Purchase Center, Plas-China to Thailand, Plas-China to Taiwan, and Plas-Taiwan
Purchase Center, four materials receipts are created under the assumption of one supplier.
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Select “Material Receipt” from Menu

Type in Information for Material Receipt and Press “New” for Receipt Line

Type in Information for Receipt Line for Every item (Click “Save” then “New” to Create
New Item), then Return to Material Receipt
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Press “Create Confirmation”

Select “Ship/Receipt Confirm”, then “OK”

Record Confirmation Number, Press “OK”

Press “Complete”

Select “Complete”, then “OK”

The Document Status Should Change to “In Progress”
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Step 7: Complete Ship/Receipt Confirm

Select “Ship/Receipt Confirm” from Menu

Go to Confirmation with Recorded Document Number, Press “Complete”

Select “Complete”, then Press “OK”

The Document Status Should Change to “Completed”
Repeat the process for all material receipts.
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Step 8: Complete Receipt Transaction

Select “Material Receipt” from Menu

Press “Complete”

Select “Complete” then Press “OK”

The Documents Status Should Change to “Completed”
Repeat the process for all material receipts.
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Step 9: Create Replenishment Again for Plas-Thailand
Repeat Step 3 for Plas-Thailand. However, in this time, no actual replenishment
requirement will appear. Instead, two “Inventory Movement” are generated.

Two Inventory Movement, 1000081 and 1000083
Step 10: Complete Inventory Move for Plas-Thailand

Select “Inventory Move” from Menu

Go to Desired Inventory Move, then Press “Complete”
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Select “Complete” then Press “OK”

The Document Type Should Change to “Completed”
Step 11: Repeat Step 9 and 10 for Plas-Taiwan
Repeat the Replenishment again for Plas-Taiwan. Similar to Plas-Thailand, no actual
replenishment requirement should be observed. Three Inventory moves are created instead.
Step 12: Review Current Inventory
After going through the steps, we can now look at the inventory level for all items. No
negative values should be observed as we had replenished all the required materials.

Select “Product Storage Detail” from Menu
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Type in Information for Desired Warehouse and Locator, Press “OK”

Inventory Level for Plas-Taiwan
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Inventory Level for Plas-Thailand
Step 13: Create Shipment for 10 PL01010001
Now we had successfully produced 10 PL01010001, we can now ship them out to the
customer.

Select “Shipment(Customer)” from Menu
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Type in Information for Shipment

Press “New” for Shipment Line

Type in Product to be Shipped, then Return to Shipment

Press “Create Confirmation”
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Select “Ship/Receipt Confirm”, then “OK”

Record Confirmation Number, then Press “OK”

Press “Complete”

Select “Complete”, then Press “OK”

The Documents Status Should Change to “In Progress”
Step 14: Complete Ship/Receipt Confirmation
Similar to the receipt, shipment requires confirmation. To complete the confirmation, go
through the same processes in step 7.
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Step 15: Complete Shipment

Select “Shipment(Customer)” from Menu

Press “Complete”

Select “Complete”, then Press “OK”

The Documents Status Should Change to “Completed”
Step 16: Review Current Inventory
After shipping the product, the inventory level in Plas-Taiwan is checked by following
the processes in step 12. The figure below shows the resulr inventory level for Plas-Taiwan.
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Result Inventory Level for Plas-Taiwan:

3.8 Compiere Test Case Results
From the test case itself, the following results are achieved:
Positive Results:
1. Compiere is feasible in carrying out the defined two tiers and one OEM supply chain
model: Although several virtual warehouses have to be added, the system
successfully processed the inserted order. The inventory reviews throughout the case
illustrated that the inventory counts are correct.
2. Compiere is able to carry out the inventory policies set by Plas Alliance Enterprise:
Three inventory policies, Lot-for-lot, EOQ, and (Q,r) are successfully carried out by
the system. Desired replenishment is ordered and transported within the entire supply
chain.
3. Compiere automatically computed the inventory level and perfect inventory accuracy
is achieved: Once the Compiere system configurations are completed correctly, the
inventory levels are accurate. In the actual case, 100% accuracy is achieved.
4. Compiere ERP requires no maintenance and is free: During the process of carrying
out the experiment, no maintenance is done on the user’s side. Moreover, the software
is under free trial thus no initial cost is spent.
5. Companies benefit from the project even before the Compiere ERP system
deployment: By going through the inventory classification, inventory cost analysis,
inventory origin specification, inventory policy identification, and ordering quantity
calculation, the company would set a clear inventory management strategy. Even
though the company would eventually decided not to implement cloud based ERP or
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to switch to different ERP system. The company would have the strategy set straight
and inventory data prepared for later implementation.
Negative Results:
1. Compiere does not generate end reports therefore sufficient amount of operator work
is required: Unlike other ERP, Compiere does not generate end documents by itself.
For example, when placing an order, the production is not triggered automatically.
When PL01010001 is produced, KA01010001 and KA01010002 productions are not
generated automatically. Therefore, a considered amount of work is required for
operators to place productions orders to BOM components in one machine when used
in manufacturing firms with a relatively large BOM.
2. Compiere does not generate reports when inaccurate receipt amount is produced:
When the target receives is 100 and the actual receive are 98, Compiere does not
generate back orders to request for the missing 2 items. The problem is not shown in
the thesis as it assumed perfect receipt. However, inaccurate receipting is common in
real life cases.
3. Compiere downtime experienced: During the experiment, a two week downtime is
experience. The downtime is later reported due to upgrade of software version. The
two week downtime will not be acceptable for firms in real life.
Through the experiment, all the proposed goals are achieved but a few negative results
are observed as indicated in the above results description. The results are used to determine the
suitability and attitude factors as they can represent the user’s experience for ERP system as a
utility service.
Although the end report problems can be critical in manufacturing supply chain, this does
not affect the attitude and suitability factors. The end report problem is seen as the problem
under the nature of Compiere ERP system being a retail orientated software. On the other hand,
the downtime experience is viewed as the nature of online free trials. Since it is a free trial,
Compiere does not have any responsibility in informing the users for upgrade. Under real
purchase, any change in system will be notified a certain amount of time in advance and the
system will be ensured to operate regularly. Therefore, the attitude and suitability factors should
not affected by the downtime experience.
After providing all the rationales behind each negative result, the suitability and attitude
factors are concluded to be ready with all predetermined goals achieved. Under the arising global
competition, the demand of small and medium manufacturing firms in Taiwan will only arise
while time moves on. It is believed that once a success case is presented and the firms start to see
cloud computing being the feasible solution, higher increase in the demand is predicted. Once the
demand on the market reaches certain point, it would trigger the supply end to advance the
industry to service stage by integrating cloud computing into supply chain management systems.
In sum, cloud computing is the key to provide small to medium size manufacturing firms to
access supply chain management system in order to regain advantage in rising global
competition.
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Appendix A
Table 16: Compiere Test Run Material List
Name/
Product
Tax
Product
Search Key
UOM
Class BOM Price*
Description
Category
Category
Type
AA01010001
Bearing
Component Standard
Ea
Item
B
N
140
AA02010001
Belt
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
40
Conveyor
AA03010001
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
50
Belt
AA04010001 Belt Pulley
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
30
AA05010001 Gear Wheel
Component Standard
Ea
Item
B
N
100
Raw
AB01010001 Round Bar
Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
20
Material
Raw
AB02010001
Flat Bar
Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
30
Material
Raw
AB03010001
Angle Bar
Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
40
Material
Raw
AB04010001 Triangle Bar
Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
40
Material
Raw
AB05010001 Hexagon Bar
Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
50
Material
AD01010001
Screws
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
0.4
AD02010001
Nut
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
0.5
AD03010001
Washer
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
0.1
AD06010001
Spring
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
N
3
Raw
AD09010001
Roller
Standard
Ea
Item
B
N
120
Material
AK01010001
Motor
Component Standard
Ea
Item
A
N
1,200
AK02010001 Gear Shifter
Component Standard
Ea
Item
A
N
1,600
AK03010001 Decelerator
Component Standard
Ea
Item
A
N
1,300
KA01010001 Rear Body
Body
Standard
Ea
Item
N/A
Y
4,000
KA01010002 Main Body
Body
Standard
Ea
Item
N/A
Y
5,000
PL01010001
Machine
Machine
Standard
Ea
Item
N/A
Y
11,000
*All price in USD.
Table 17: Compiere Test Run KA01010001 BOM
Name/
Product
Tax
Product
Search Key
UOM
Class Qty
Description
Category
Category
Type
KA01010001 Rear Body
Body
Standard Ea
Item
N/A
AA01010001
Bearing
Component Standard
Ea
Item
B
10
AA02010001
Belt
Component Standard
Ea
Item
C
10
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AA03010001
AB01010001
AB02010001
AB03010001
AD01010001
AD02010001
AD03010001

Conveyor
Belt
Round Bar
Flat Bar
Angle Bar
Screws
Nut
Washer

Component

Standard

Raw Material
Raw Material
Raw Material
Component
Component
Component

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Ea

Item

C

10

Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

C
C
C
C
C
C

5
10
5
20
20
40

Table 18: Compiere Test Run KA01010002 BOM
Name/
Product
Tax
Search Key
Description
Category
Category
KA01010002 Main Body
Body
Standard
AA04010001 Belt Pulley
Component Standard
AA05010001 Gear Wheel
Component Standard
AB01010001 Round Bar
Raw Material Standard
AB04010001 Triangle Bar Raw Material Standard
AB05010001 Hexagon Bar Raw Material Standard
AD01010001 Screws
Component
Standard
AD02010001 Nut
Component
Standard
AD03010001 Washer
Component
Standard
AD06010001 Spring
Component
Standard

UOM
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Product
Type
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

Class Qty
N/A
C
10
B
10
C
5
C
10
C
5
C
20
C
20
C
40
C
2

Table 19: Compiere Test Run PL01010001 BOM
Name/
Product
Tax
Search Key
Description
Category
Category
PL01010001 Machine
Machine
Standard
KA01010001 Rear Body
Body
Standard
KA01010002 Main Body
Body
Standard
AD01010001 Screws
Component
Standard
AD02010001 Nut
Component
Standard
AD03010001 Washer
Component
Standard
AD09010001 Roller
Raw Material Standard
AK01010001 Motor
Component
Standard
AK02010001 Gear Shifter
Component
Standard
AK03010001 Decelerator
Component
Standard

Product
UOM Type
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item
Ea
Item

Class Qty
N/A
N/A
1
N/A
1
C
30
C
30
C
60
C
10
A
1
A
1
A
1
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